IN THE SUPREME COURT OF TONGA
APPELLANT JURISDICTION
NUKU'ALOFA REGISTRY

BETWEEN:

AND:

Appellant

THE POLICE

Respondent

TULOI KATOA MAAMALOA

BEFORE THE HON. JUSTICE CATO

JUDGMENT

[1]

The respondent had pleaded guilty before Senior Magistrate Mafi
in his enhanced jurisdiction to one count of using unauthorized
underwater. breathing apparatus for fishing, contrary to section

S(a) of the Criminal Offences Act, and regulation 6(1) and (2) of
the Fisheries Management Act 2002.

[2]

The respondent was engaged in activity involving for sea
cucumber during the course of which a diver suffered acutely
from "the bends" and died.

[3]

The Magistrate, in a short judgment, delivered on the 3rd
February 2015 emphasized the serious nature of this unlicenced
activity and imposed a suspended sentence of imprisonment of 6
months which he fully suspended for 12 months. At the time, the
respondent was represented by counsel.

[4]

•

This appeal was brought by the Crown on the

gth

February, 2015

to correct what is plainly a sentencing error. Unfortunately, it
1

was not brought to the attention of the Magistrate by either
party

that, although there are some sections of the Fisheries

legislation that allow sentences of imprisonment and fines to be
imposed, this is not one of them. Section 102 provides that;

"Every person that contravenes any regulation made under this
section commits an offence and shall be liable upon conviction to
a fine not exceeding $250,000".

[5]

The Crown rightly brought this appeal in as timely way to correct
this error. The appeal is upheld. The Crown placed before me a
number of sentencing comparables which suggest that a fine of
1

between $5-600 is appropriate

for a first offence. A much more

severe fine is appropriate, however, for a repeat offence.

[6] Mr Lutui, who appeared for the Crown on this sentence and Mr
Pouono

for the

respondent

agreed

that I

should

impose

sentence. Having heard from counsel, I impose a sentence by
way of fine of $500 to be paid within two months and in default
one months' imprisonment. I am assured that the respondent is
in a position to pay such a fine.
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